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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this book is to familiarize the reader with some
photography terms and concepts, then discuss how to set up a digital
camera for landscape photography and show an approach to use in the
field. Followed by a tutorial on composition and review of equipment.
All examples show either a Nikon or Canon DSLR. Nothing should be
inferred from this; these were the cameras I had access to at the time of
writing. There are many fine DSLR manufactures besides Canon and
Nikon.

Sunset at Bandon Beach on the Oregon Coast.
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PHOTOGRAPHY TERMS AND CONCEPTS
In this section we will define some photography terms and concepts useful
to those learning photography. Each discussion is a relatively small
capsule of the topic being covered. If more elaborate information on any
subject is required, consider searching the internet.
Stop values – What is a stop of light? It is the amount of light required to
either increase by double, or decrease by half the current amount of light.
To gain or go up two stops of light is to receive four times more light than
one started with. Conversely, to lose or stop down two stops of light is to
receive four times less light than one started with.
Think of it this way, if a room is lit by two 100w bulbs one can make it 1
stop brighter by adding two more 100w bulbs to the room. Conversely, if
one starts with a room lit by two 100w bulbs and one bulb is removed, the
room becomes one stop darker. Often photographers will use the terms
“opening up” and “stopping down”. Opening up refers to letting in more
light, stopping down refers to letting in less light.
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Dynamic Range – Dynamic range is the range of light intensities that can
be viewed/captured from very dark to very bright while still maintaining
detail in both the very dark and very bright; defined as the number of stops
from detail less white to blocked up black. It is important to note that our
eyes can perceive about 12 stops of light without adjusting the pupil. In
situations where our pupils open and close for varying light, our eyes can
perceive about 24 stops. At the time of writing, most DSLRs capture about
6 to 11 stops of light in any given scene. This explains, why, even though
we can see detail in the highlight area of a scene with our eyes, what often
records on the sensor is blown out; over-exposed. Or, why, even though
we can see detail in the shadow areas of a scene with our eyes, what
often records on the sensor is blocked up; under-exposed. Often the
contrast of a given scene may well exceed the range of the sensor’s
ability to record it.

Looking through the viewfinder of the camera I could see detail in the
burned out and blocked up areas of this image. Unfortunately, due to the
limited dynamic range of the camera, the details did not record.
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Exposure – In photography, an exposure occurs when we allow light to
pass into our light tight boxes and record on a medium. In the film days, if
we inadvertently opened the back of our camera while it was loaded with
film, an exposure occurred, not a good one, but an exposure nonetheless.
More accurately for our purposes, exposure is the total amount of light
allowed to fall on the sensor during the process of taking a photograph.

Contributing Factors for Exposure – Only three camera settings affect
exposure, they are ISO, Aperture and Shutter Speed. That is it! With all of
the fancy buttons, dials and menu settings available on today’s cameras, I
hope it is comforting to know, the exposure is determined by only three.
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Shutter speed – The amount of time the shutter is open allowing light to
reach the sensor is the shutter speed. It is measured in seconds such as
1, 2, 4... or fractions of a second such as 1/30 or 1/1000.
The standard, full-stop shutter speed sequence looks like this:
2 sec - 1 sec - 1/2 - 1/4 - 1/8 - 1/15 - 1/30 - 1/60 - 1/125 - 1/250 - 1/500
Slow shutter speed
Fast shutter speed
Most cameras will have more numbers at either end of the sequence. A
move from one shutter speed to the next, along the sequence above, is a
one stop move. Moving left on the sequence is moving to a longer
(allowing more light in) shutter speed, 1/4 sec. to 1/2 sec. to 1 sec. Moving
right on the sequence is moving to a shorter (allowing less light in) shutter
speed, 1/15 sec. to 1/30 sec. to 1/60 sec. Practically all DSLRs adjust
shutter speed in 1/3 stop or 1/2 stop increments.

Aperture – The adjustable opening inside the lens between the glass at
the front of the lens and the glass at the back is the aperture; on SLRs, it
is measured in "f-stops". The aperture is adjusted using a mechanical iris
electronically controlled by the camera body.

Aperture set at F/4
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Aperture settings are also broken down in stops. When moving from one
standard increment to the next, one gains or loses a stop of light. The
standard full-stop aperture sequence (F-number sequence) looks like this:
Big opening 1.4 - 2 - 2.8 - 4 - 5.6 - 8 - 11 - 16 - 22 - 32 - 45 Small opening

With aperture, the smaller the number, the larger the opening and the
more light there is for a given period of time, and the larger the number,
the smaller the opening and the less light there is. Therefore, a move from
2 to 2.8 is a one stop loss of light. A move from 11 to 16 is also a one stop
loss of light. A move from 11 to 8 is a one stop gain of light. A move from 2
to 5.6 is a three stop loss of light. Practically all DSLRs move through this
sequence in 1/3 stop or 1/2 stop increments.
Note: When looking through the viewfinder the scene is being viewed
through the largest aperture available with the lens. Let us say that the
largest aperture available on the lens is F/2.8. It does not matter what the
aperture setting is (it could be F/22) the view through the viewfinder is
always going to be seen through F/2.8. Why? So that as much light as
possible is allowed to pass through to the viewfinder making the scene as
easy to see as possible. One of the first things to happen when the shutter
release is depressed, is that the aperture stops down to the selected
aperture setting.
2nd Note: Some cameras have a depth-of-field preview button. When this
button is pressed the view through the viewfinder will be seen through the
selected aperture setting.
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ISO – Sensor sensitivity; sensitivity of the sensor to light. Yep, we can
adjust this, how cool is that? A small number denotes low sensitivity (slow
setting), while a high number denotes high sensitivity (fast setting).
The difference in the standard ISO settings is also separated by stops of
light and relates back to something called film speed. The standard, fullstop ISO settings are 50 - 100 - 200 - 400 – 800 – 1600 – 3200… The
difference between adjacent settings is one stop of light. An ISO setting of
200 requires half the light volume for proper exposure compared with an
ISO setting of 100. Generally, slower ISO settings have less noise and
greater resolving power; therefore the slowest settings are often used to
record landscapes. Practically all DSLRs move through ISO setting in 1/3
stop or 1/2 stop increments.

ISO 640
Aperture = F/5
Shutter Speed = 30 seconds
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Equivalent Exposures – An equivalent exposure means the same
amount of light collected by the sensor. Equivalent exposures can be
achieved using various combinations of aperture size and shutter speed.
For example, assume a shutter speed of 1/250 sec. with an aperture
setting of f/8 gives the correct exposure. In that case, all of the following
combinations will give equivalent exposures:

Slower Speed

Faster Speed

Shutter speed
Aperture
More 1/60..........................f/16 Less Smaller Opening
Light 1/125........................f/11 Light
1/250........................f/8
Less 1/500........................f/5.6 More
Light 1/1000......................f/4
Light Larger Opening

F/5; 1/30 Second
Big Opening; Fast Speed
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Working in Tonal Values – Tone is simply a measurement of brightness;
how light or dark something is. It is independent of color. We view the vast
majority of objects around us because they reflect light. Our grand
landscapes and intimate scenes are visible because they reflect light; sun
light, moon light, camera flash… Some objects reflect a medium amount of
light. In photography these objects are called medium tone objects.
Examples of objects in nature that can be a medium tone are the clear
blue northern sky, green grass and dry tree bark. Objects that reflect more
light are referred to as light tone. Examples of objects in nature that can be
a light tone are snow, clouds, aspen trunks and dry dead grass. Objects
that reflect little light are referred to as dark tone. Examples of objects in
nature that can be a dark tone are black bears, evergreen trees and some
rocks.
Hopefully, you’ve noticed that colors have tones. Every color comes in
varying tones from light to dark. This means they range from burned out
white to extremely light, through light, medium, dark, and extremely dark
all the way to blocked up black.
As photographers when we are in the field and observe a scene through
the viewfinder, we must be aware of the predominant tonality of the scene,
or the tonality of the most important element of our composition. If the
subject is a wildflower which has light yellow petals, and we want it to be
reproduced as light yellow, then our exposure should be determined in
such a way as to be sure this happens. If the scene is a sunset, and we
want to capture the dark red glow in the sky, then the exposure should
make this happen. If the sky turns out to be a light pink, then we’ve failed
to produce the image we wanted.

Dark Tone

Medium Tone
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Here's the big trick of metering – Cameras can make the wrong
exposure decision for a scene. Yes, it's true! Camera meters can be fooled
because of the way they are designed to function. They sample the light in
the viewfinder and no matter how bright or dark the scene is, they adjust
the aperture and/or shutter speed so that the light exposes as a medium
tone. This means bright, white snow (light tone) is darkened to gray, drab
snow (medium tone); and a black bear (dark tone) filling most of the frame
will be lightened to a grayish, medium tone. That's how it works – it's that
simple.
When shooting a medium tone scene such as a green forest, grass, gray
tree bark, etc., then the camera's metering system in auto mode will set
the aperture and shutter speed for a proper exposure. Manufacturers
design their metering systems this way because they want the majority of
photographs taken with their cameras to be acceptable. Since most
photographs are taken of medium tone subjects, the majority are
acceptable.

Medium tone scene; Totem Pole and sand ripples in
Monument Valley.
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Manually Metering – It is very simple to manually meter a medium tone
scene for proper exposure. While viewing the scene through the eyepiece,
bring your attention to the scale also viewable in the eyepiece. This scale
is the readout for the light meter. Adjust the shutter speed and aperture so
that the camera’s meter indicates a medium tone exposure will take place
upon pushing the shutter release button; it should be in the middle hash
mark (0); it should not indicate an overexposure (+) or underexposure (-).
If a medium tone exposure can not be reached by adjusting just the
aperture and shutter speed, then an ISO adjustment may be required.

Readout from a camera (Canon 40D) light meter indicating the scene composed
will expose as a medium tone. It will be a medium tone regardless of it’s actual
tone. If the shutter speed and aperture were adjusted so that the tall rectangle
was under the +2 on the scale above, then a two stop over exposure would take
place. Notice the two dots between “0” and “1”, as well as the other numbers on
the scale, they indicate that this camera is adjusting shutter speed and aperture
in 1/3 stop increments. Olympus cameras often do not have the scale, instead
they have a numeric readout that is adjustable to “0”.

The manual mode is recommended because in addition to properly
metering the subject, both shutter speed and aperture can be adjusted for
desired effects, such as the blurring or freezing of motion.
How can the proper exposure be achieved when the subject is not a
medium tone? There are two ways.
1. Let in more light (overexpose) or less light (underexpose) depending
upon the tonality of the subject. Overexpose for lighter tones, under
expose for dark tones.
Example
If the camera is in the manual mode and the subject is a field of snow, but
there are no medium tones to meter, what do you do? Simple–get a meter
reading for the snow and let in more light than is required for a medium
© 2013 Andy Cook - All rights reserved - Do not duplicate
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tone. This can be accomplished by choosing a longer shutter speed or
larger aperture. The readout from the camera’s light meter will indicate
that the scene is being overexposed, but ignore this and proceed because
white snow is desired, not gray snow. How much extra light is required?
For detail in the snow, open up one to two stops; for white without detail,
open up two to three stops. Practice this and discover your preference. In
summation, when shooting a light subject, an overexposure is required, to
get the proper rendition.

Metered to 0;
a middle tone.

Metered to +1;
overexposed

Metered to +2;
overexposed by 2
stops.
Correct exposure.

The images above of White Sands National Monument make a great
example. Metering was done in the matrix/evaluative metering mode; the
camera took measurements from the entire scene to calculate the meter
reading.
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What about photographing a black bear that fills most of the frame?
Shooting in manual mode with the camera adjusted to zero (a middle
tone), will turn the bear grayish. To make him black, let in less light;
underexpose. How much should he be underexposed? One to two stops
will retain some detail in his fur; at two or three stops, the detail will
blacken out.
2. If the same light is falling on a medium tone object as is falling on the
subject, simply take a meter reading of the medium tone object, then
recompose and shoot the subject without any additional adjustments.
Additionally, once a portion of any scene has been properly metered, the
rest of the scene will fall into the proper tonal range.
Example
Let's say the grass in front of the barn has been metered as a medium
tone (which it is); by doing so, the snowy mountains in the background will
properly record as a light tone.
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Understanding the Histogram – A histogram is a graphical
representation of the tonalities present in an image. The tonalities range
along the horizontal axis from dark on the left, to light on the right. The
vertical axis measures the number of pixels with a particular tone; higher
up this axis means more pixels, lower means fewer pixels.

The histogram above indicates that pixels were exposed as
more or less middle tones. If we look at the image for the
histogram we see this is true.
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The histogram does not reveal any information about the composition of
an image, or the arrangement of tonalities within the image. There is no
such thing as a “correct” or “ideal” histogram. However, histograms are
very useful in determining if a correct exposure was made. A correct
exposure is an exposure that happened exactly as the photographer
intended. For any given scene a correct exposure may mean different
setting for each photographer shooting the scene.

The dark toned pixels on the left of the histogram are in the pier area of
the image. The light toned pixels on the right of the histogram are around
the sun. This histogram shows that a fair amount of pixels in the image
are close to a medium tone.
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Focal Length – The focal length of a lens refers to its ability to magnify
any given scene. Focal lengths are measured in millimeters (mm). Wide
angle lenses (short lenses) are those with focal lengths from very small
numbers such as 12mm to about 45mm. Wide angle lenses shrink the
scene as compared to the way our eyes see it. The view through a 50mm
lens is considered to be about the same as viewing with our eyes. Lenses
that have a focal length greater than 50mm are considered to be long
lenses; they make the scene look large when compared to what our eyes
see. The focal length of a lens is printed somewhere on the lens. On a
zoom lens, the range of focal lengths will be printed on the lens, for
example 28-70mm. When shooting with a zoom lens, the actual focal
length being used, will be indicated by where the focal length scale lines
up with the hash mark on top on the lens.

Focal length range of the lens above is 28-70mm (bottom left green circle).
The focal length of the lens is set to 70mm (top center green circle).
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Lens Multiplication Factor (LMF) aka the crop factor – Background: In
the film days if a photographer looked in the viewfinder of another
photographer’s camera and liked what he saw, he might say “wow that
looks great what focal length are you using?” The reply, would be a
straight forward answer, let’s pretend it was 35mm. With this information
the admiring photographer could patiently wait for the first photographer to
finish and move his camera. Then the admiring photographer could place
his camera in the exact same position, set his lens to 35mm and capture
the same scene. Today, with digital cameras, that would not necessarily
happen. If the admiring photographer set his lens to 35mm he might see
the same view, a tighter view or wider view, depending upon the LMFs of
the two cameras involved.
Discussing LMF is relevant because in order to create a hyperfocal chart
to assist with depth-of-field calculations and determine shutter speeds for
handholding, one must know the LMF of the camera being used. LMFs
range from 1 to 2; the most common being about 1.5.
Finding the LMF of a camera in it’s manual can be difficult, if not
impossible. The simplest way to discover the LMF of a camera is to search
the internet.
What was discussed above is all you really need to know about LMFs. You
may skip the LMF discussion that follows with no impact on your abilities
as a photographer. If you are curious as to why there are LMFs, then read
on – I’ll try to explain.
The term “LMF” did not have a reason to exist before digital cameras. In
the film days no one talked about LMF. Why? Because everyone shooting
35mm cameras had the exact same film size “sensor size” and the lenses
were designed to place an image on the film in a rectangle measuring
24mm by 36mm. This is still true for most lenses but, with the advent of
digital 35mm cameras, the actual size of the sensor can be smaller and
centered in the middle of this rectangle. This is what gives rise to the LMF
of a camera. The sensor’s proportions (ratio of height to width) are usually
the same, but the actual sensor size is often smaller than one frame of
35mm film.
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If a camera has a full frame sensor, it means that the sensor is exactly the
same size as one frame of 35mm film. Cameras with full frame sensors
have a lens multiplication factor of “1”. If a camera has a partial frame
sensor, it means that the sensor is smaller than one frame of 35mm film.
With these cameras, LMFs range from 1 to 2; the most common being
about 1.5. The smaller the sensor the larger the lens multiplication factor
and the tighter the view.
A camera with an LMF of 1.6 has a sensor that is 15mm x 22.5mm. It is
not able to capture all of the image being seen by the lens – it is simply
not big enough to see it all. It only captures the center section of the
image.

Image from a full frame sensor
camera and 100mm lens.

Image that would be captured from a
partial frame sensor camera and
100mm lens. This tighter view
arising from a partial frame sensor is
the reason for the LMF of a camera.
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Partial frame sensors are more affordable to manufacture, so they
proliferate the market and come in a variety of sizes, all smaller than full
frame. Each partial frame sensor camera will have an LMF associated with
it. This LMF is a number that is multiplied with the focal length showing on
the lens, in order to get the equivalent focal length, as compare to full
frame.
I.E. If the focal length showing on a lens is 35mm and the LMF of the
camera is 1.5 then the equation; 35mm x 1.5 = 52.5mm; gives the
equivalent focal length. This means, a 35mm lens on a camera with an
LMF of 1.5, yields the same view as a 52.5mm lens on a camera with a full
frame sensor.
Some camera manufactures, who have an extensive line of cameras
utilizing a particular sensor size, will also manufacture a series of lenses
made specifically for that sensor size.
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Depth-of-field – Refers to how much of an image in terms of distance is
sharp and appears in focus. When a lens is focused, it is focused at one
point, but there is a range of distances in the image that also appear in
focus. This range of distance is known as depth-of-field and is dependent
on the size of the aperture selected. With smaller apertures (F/16, F/22),
more of the foreground, mid-ground and background will appear in focus
creating greater depth-of-field. Conversely, with larger apertures (F/1.4,
F/2.8), less distance within the image will appear in focus creating shallow
depth-of-field.

Notice the shallow depth-of-field created by using
the large aperture F/2.8.

Notice the great depth-of-field created by using the
small aperture F/22.
© 2013 Andy Cook - All rights reserved - Do not duplicate
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Why select one aperture setting over another? If the subject is wildlife in
motion or a wildflower blowing in the wind, selecting a large aperture will
give a corresponding fast shutter speed. This will freeze the subject's
motion and avoid motion blur. In other cases, a small aperture setting may
be selected to achieve greater depth-of-field; very common with landscape
images.

Aperture F/2.8

Aperture F/22

Lens selection also has an effect on depth-of-field. As a rule, the shorter
the lens, the greater the depth-of-field for each aperture setting and
focusing possibility. In other words, greater depth-of-field can be obtained
with a 24mm lens than with a 50mm lens; however, subject size will be
sacrificed if photographed from the same location.
Ok great, now depth-of-field is understood, but how does a photographer
know what distance to focus at, in order to achieve the maximum depth-offield? Simple, focus at the hyperfocal distance.
Hyperfocal distance – Defined as the closest point of focus with a given
aperture, at which infinity falls within the depth-of-field. Said another way,
the closest distance at which a lens can be focused while keeping objects
at infinity acceptably sharp. Every focal length and f-stop combination has
a hyperfocal distance associated with it. This is important to landscape
photographers as the maximum depth-of-field is obtained when a lens is
focused at it’s hyperfocal distance.
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In the past, most landscape photographers used fixed focal length lenses
(shown below). They have a scale printed on them to aid in determining
hyperfocal distance. Now, most photographers are using zoom lenses
which do not have a printed on scale – seems impossible to design such a
scale.
So how does a photographer with a zoom lens know the hyperfocal
distance for a given focal length and aperture? Easy, they use the charts
on the following pages. For the sharpest image possible and to hedge
against errors in judging distance, I select an aperture at least one stop
smaller (if available) than indicated on the charts.

The 24mm, fixed focal length lens above has a scale to determine
hyperfocal distance. It shows with the aperture set to f/11, a hyperfocal
distance of about 6 feet. Which means focusing at 6 feet will yield a
depth-of-field from about 3 feet to infinity (∞). The yellow hash marks are
the scale indicators for f/11, the blue hash makes are the scale indicators
for f/16...
© 2013 Andy Cook - All rights reserved - Do not duplicate
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Hyperfocal Chart for Full Frame 35mm Cameras (Depth-of-Field)

Focus
At

near ∞

f/8

f/11

f/16

f/22

17mm

4ft

2ft
-∞

2.9ft

1.5ft
-∞

2ft

1ft
-∞

1.4ft

0.7ft
-∞

20mm

5.5ft

2.8ft
-∞

4ft

2ft
-∞

2.7ft

1.4ft
-∞

2ft

1.0ft
-∞

24mm

7.9ft

4.0ft
-∞

5.7ft

2.9ft
-∞

3.9ft

2ft
-∞

2.9ft

1.5ft
-∞

28mm

10.7ft

5.4ft
-∞

7.8ft

3.9ft
-∞

5.4ft

2.7ft
-∞

3.9ft

2ft
-∞

35mm

16.7ft

8.4ft
-∞

12.2ft

6.1ft
-∞

8.4ft

4.2ft
-∞

6.1ft

3.1ft
-∞

50mm

34.2ft

17.1ft
-∞

24.9ft

12.5ft
-∞

17.1ft

8.5ft
-∞

12.4ft

6.2ft
-∞

70mm

67ft

33.5ft
-∞

48.7ft

24.4ft
-∞

33.5ft

16.8ft
-∞

24.4ft

12.2ft
-∞

100mm

137ft

68.4ft
-∞

99.4ft

49.7ft
-∞

68.4ft

34.2ft
-∞

49.7ft

24.9ft
-∞

150mm

308ft

154ft
-∞

224ft

112ft
-∞

154ft

76.9ft
-∞

112ft

56ft
-∞

200mm

547ft

273ft
-∞

398ft

199ft
-∞

273ft

137ft
-∞

199ft

99ft
-∞

300mm

1230ft

615ft
-∞

895ft

447ft
-∞

615ft

308ft
-∞

447ft

224ft
-∞

400mm

2187ft

1094ft
-∞

1591ft

795ft
-∞

1094ft

547ft
-∞

795ft

398ft
-∞

The chart shows where to “Focus At”, in order to obtain the maximum
depth-of-field for a given focal length and aperture setting.
Calculated using the calculator at: www.outsight.com/hyperfocal.html

The left sub column is the distance to focus at. The right sub column is the
range that will appear in focus. ∞ = infinity.
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Hyperfocal Chart for 35mm Cameras with 1.5 LMF (Depth-of-Field)

Focus
At

near ∞

f/8

f/11

f/16

f/22

12mm

3ft

1.5ft
-∞

2.1ft

1.1ft
-∞

1.5ft

0.75ft
-∞

1.1ft

0.6ft
-∞

18mm

6.6ft

3.3ft
-∞

4.8ft

2.4ft
-∞

3.3ft

1.7ft
-∞

2.4ft

1.2ft
-∞

24mm

11.8ft

5.9ft
-∞

8.6ft

4.3ft
-∞

5.9ft

3ft
-∞

4.3ft

2.2ft
-∞

28mm

16.1ft

8.1ft
-∞

11.7ft

5.9ft
-∞

8ft

4ft
-∞

5.8ft

2.9ft
-∞

35mm

25.1ft

12.6ft
-∞

18.3ft

9.2ft
-∞

12.6ft

6.3ft
-∞

9.1ft

4.6ft
-∞

50mm

53.2ft

25.7ft
-∞

37.3ft

18.7ft
-∞

25.6ft

12.8ft
-∞

18.6ft

9.3ft
-∞

70mm

101ft

50.3ft
-∞

73.1ft

36.6ft
-∞

50.2ft

25.1ft
-∞

36.5ft

18.3ft
-∞

100mm

205ft

103ft
-∞

149ft

75.6ft
-∞

103ft

51.3ft
-∞

74.6ft

37.3ft
-∞

150mm

461ft

231ft
-∞

336ft

168
-∞

231ft

115ft
-∞

168ft

84ft
-∞

200mm

820ft

410ft
-∞

597ft

298ft
-∞

410ft

205ft
-∞

298ft

149ft
-∞

The chart shows where to “Focus At”, in order to obtain the maximum
depth-of-field for a given focal length and aperture setting.
Calculated using the calculator at: www.outsight.com/hyperfocal.html

The left sub column is the distance to focus at. The right sub column is the
range that will appear in focus. ∞ = infinity.
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Additional Hyperfocal information – Typically, hyperfocal charts attempt
to ensure sharpness up to a certain enlargement size, such as 16” x 24”. If
a larger print is made, perhaps 30” x 45”, then a portion or all of the image
may appear soft. Conclusion, the typical hyperfocal charts such as the
ones in this book are not perfect. Even though a photographer follows the
guidelines of the chart, the resulting images may be soft or portions may
appear out of focus when enlarged.
Diffraction is a loss of sharpness that occurs when small apertures,
typically f/16 or smaller are used. I do not think it is as damaging to an
image as missing the focus, but it may limit how large one can print an
image and still find it acceptably sharp. Often, with my current camera,
Canon 5D Mark 3, I’ll find prints up to 40” x 60” acceptably sharp. If a
small aperture was used, the acceptably sharp size is usually limited to
30”x 45” or 24” x 36”.
What are the sharpest apertures to use? With practically all lenses, f/8 or
f/11 will yield the sharpest images. If the depth-of-field requirements for a
scene allow the use of these apertures, then using them and focusing at
the proper distance should yield the sharpest image possible with the
equipment being used.
Should a photographer always use the hyperfocal charts to set the focus
distance for maximum depth-of-field? No, only when the scene requires
maximum depth-of-field. Ok, so how does a photographer know at what
distance to focus the lens if the maximum depth-of-field is not required.
Probably the easiest way is by using an app on a tablet or smart phone,
there are many free ones available. “TrueDoF”, it has a free intro version,
is one of the apps I use. This app also takes diffraction as a result of small
apertures into account. This is revealed by the app showing an erosion of
depth-of-field as apertures f/16 and smaller are selected; diffraction
becomes to large.
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Pixel – Every color captured in an image is some blend of the colors red,
green and blue. Here is a general way to understand how a pixel on a
sensor works. A pixel is made up of three light wells, one well for each
color red, green and blue. The red well is filtered is such a way that only
red photons are allowed to enter, the blue well is filtered in such a way that
only blue photons are allowed to enter and the green well is filtered in
such a way that only green photons are allowed to enter. The raw data file
captured by the camera when the shutter is tripped is nothing more than a
count of how many photons entered each color well at each pixel site
during the exposure.
Bit Depth; 8 bit, 16 bit – An image with a bit depth of 8 (8 bit) means that
the image can have only 2 to the 8th power (2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2) or
256 shades of any particular color from blocked up black to burned out
white. An image with a bit depth of 16 (16 bit) means that the image can
have 2 to the 16th power or 65,536 shades of any particular color from
blocked up black to burned out white. This is important to us as
photographers because, the higher the bit depth of an image, the more
editing headroom there is; the image can be pushed further in post
processing before it starts to deteriorate.
Raw files are data files not image files, so they do not have a bit depth
associated with them. Bit depth is assigned when the raw file is converted
into an image file.
JPG files are only 8-bit files. This limits how much processing they can
endure before deteriorating too much.
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CAMERA SETTINGS – SETTING UP THE CAMERA
Knowing how to set up a camera for landscape photography has become
far more daunting in the digital age. There are so many settings and
choices, it’s easy to feel overwhelmed. In this section I address a few of
the most important settings, based on the idea that the camera will be
used to shoot landscape photographs from a sturdy tripod. The settings I
give are the ones I use, that does not make them right or wrong, they are
simply the settings I like for my workflow.
Unfortunately, because there are several manufactures and often each
camera within a manufacture’s line has a unique way of adjusting settings,
I’m unable give precise instructions here. Instead, I’ll discuss each topic
and give recommendations. You may have to consult your camera’s
manual to discover how to implement the settings. Heck, some cameras
may not even have all of the settings discussed here or they may be
called something entirely different.

Predawn light in White Sands National Monument, New Mexico.
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Diopter Adjustment – If you are like me, your vision is not perfect.
Adjusting the diopter for your eye will make looking through the viewfinder
much simpler and far easier for you to assess compositions and see the
camera information on display in the viewfinder. If the camera has this
option, look for an adjustment wheel or sliding tab near the viewfinder. To
adjust the diopter, look through the viewfinder and spin the wheel or slide
the tab until the information displayed inside the viewfinder becomes
sharp. Note: The viewfinders of most DSLRs only reveal 85% to 95% of
what the sensor sees. The viewfinders of most pro level cameras reveal
almost 100% of what the sensor sees.

Circled in red is the
diopter adjustment wheel
on a Nikon D80.

Setup Menu – In the past some DSLRs were shipped with a default
setting that should be changed before proceeding any further. This horrible
default setting has to do with how many menu items are showing. Often
this is found in the tools section. If your camera has this choice it is usually
shipped with the simple, basic or unexpanded menu selected. Venture into
this area and select the full or expanded menu option.

Nikon D80
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Shooting Mode – For many reasons the manual shooting mode is the
best choice for landscape photography. It allows one to properly metering
the subject and adjust both shutter speed and aperture for desired effects,
such as the blurring or freezing of motion or to create greater or shallower
depth-of-field. Additionally, by getting into the habit of shooting in the
manual mode now, then later when shooting multiple images to create
panoramas, far fewer mistakes will be made.

Nikon D80 placed in the manual
shooting mode.

Look in the viewfinder for a
light meter similar to the
one above. The shutter
release may have to be
partially depressed to make
it appear.

On some Canon cameras,
operating the manual shooting
mode requires the “on” switch to
be placed in the second “on”
position. The camera above is a
Canon 40D.

Metering in the manual mode requires that the photographer look in the
viewfinder, observe the light meter and make adjustment to either the
aperture, shutter speed or both to obtain the correct exposure. For
practice place your camera in the manual shooting mode look in the
viewfinder and adjust both the aperture and shutter speed until the light
meter indicates a medium tone exposure by settling in the middle; not to
the + (plus) side or - (minus) side.
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Always make these adjustments by looking in the viewfinder. Some
cameras allow one to manually meter by looking at the LCD screen on top
or back of the camera. Do not meter in this fashion as it may inadvertently
let stray light in through the eyepiece and skew the metering.
Please refer to the camera’s manual to learn how to place it in the manual
mode. With some Canon cameras this may be a little more complex than
simply selecting “M”. Several Canon models have two “on” positions and
the correct “on” position must be selected to reach the manual shooting
mode. Or a switch may have to be turned on to allow the back dial to work.
Aperture Adjustment – Typically the aperture is adjusted by spinning a
dial on the top or front of the camera near the shutter button or on the
back of the camera. Sometimes, if a camera only has one dial then a
button may have to be pushed while spinning the dial in order to adjust the
aperture. If you have difficulty with this adjustment, refer to the camera’s
manual for the specifics of this function.

The back dial is the aperture
adjustment dial for the Canon 40D.

The front dial is the aperture
adjustment dial for the Nikon D80.
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Shutter Speed Adjustment – Typically the shutter speed is adjusted by
spinning a dial on the top or front of the camera near the shutter button or
on the back of the camera. If you have difficulty with this adjustment, refer
to the camera’s manual for the specifics of this function.

Canon 40D
location.

shutter

speed

dial

Nikon D80 shutter speed dial location.
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ISO Adjustment – Typically the ISO can be adjusted in one of the menus.
Sometimes it is adjusted with a button push and spin of a dial. For
landscapes the best ISO to choose is usually the lowest one possible
without turning on the ISO expansion (if available). If you have difficulty
with this adjustment, refer to the camera’s manual for the specifics on how
to change the ISO.

Nikon D80 ISO sensitivity adjustment.

Canon 40D ISO sensitivity
adjustment. Push the button and
rotate the front dial.

ISO Auto – If this is found in the menu, please make sure it is off – the
photographer should have total control over what the camera is doing.
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Adjust camera to work in 1/3 stop values (EV Step) – Most DSLRs
allow one to decide what increment the adjustment for ISO, Aperture and
Shutter Speed will be. I prefer adjustments of 1/3 of a stop. This setting is
found in the menu of most DSLRs and is often the default setting.

Nikon D80
increments.

exposure

and

ISO

Canon 40D exposure (shutter speed
and aperture) increments.

Canon 40D ISO speed (sensitivity)
increment.
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Metering Mode – Metering is used to determine the proper combination of
aperture setting and shutter speed to expose the sensor to the appropriate
amount of light. Cameras utilize the reflected light, which is the light
coming off the subject, for metering purposes. They may sample light from
various sections of the image. Typically, there are three options (Canon
has 4): 1) Spot metering - All of the metering is done utilizing the light in
the very center of the viewfinder. 2) Center weighted - Other portions of
the frame are considered, though the majority (70 to 80%) of the light
measured is around the center of the viewfinder. 3) Matrix metering
(Nikon), Evaluative metering (Canon), ESP (Olympus) - Light entering at
numerous locations of the image is used in more or less equal
consideration. In most cameras, there is an extensive database of
potential images and the presumably correct way to expose them. These
cameras look for good comparisons between what is in the viewfinder and
what is in the database to help determine the proper exposure.

The symbol in the bottom red circle
indicates that this Nikon D80 camera
is in the spot metering mode. To
change metering modes press the
button in the top red circle and spin
the shutter speed (back) dial.

The symbol in the bottom red circle is
Nikon’s symbol for center weighted
metering.
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I typically select the matrix (Nikon) or evaluative (Canon) metering mode.
This is the default setting for most DSLRs. However, one will want to know
how to adjust the metering mode of one’s camera, because someday a
button will be pushed and a dial spun accidentally changing the metering
mode and therefore altering the way the camera’s meter responds to a
scene. When this is eventually noticed, you’ll want to change it back. If
you have difficulty with this adjustment, refer to the camera’s manual for
the specifics of the procedure.

The symbol in the bottom red circle is
Nikon’s symbol for matrix metering.
Conveniently it is the same symbol as
the one on the metering mode button
(top red circle).

The symbol in the bottom red box is Canon’s symbol for evaluative metering.
Conveniently it is the same symbol as the one on the metering mode button (top
red box). Depress this button and rotate the front dial to change metering modes
on a Canon 40D.
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Image Quality (raw, jpg) – Ok, it seems that there are choices here, but
in the long run there are not. Most beginners (including me at first) to
digital cameras are scared of raw files, because they require post
processing and that means another huge learning curve. So, at first jpg
images are taken, then because someone says “shoot raw files”, both jpg
and raw files are captured. Then, eventually, one starts processing the raw
files and discovers that the jpg files look inferior compared with the
processed raw files, so the jpg files are dropped and just raw files are
captured.

Jpg capture - Cades Cove in Great
Smoky Mtns Nat'l Park.

Raw capture with no corrections or
adjustments.

In a way digital photography has taken
us back to the days of Ansel Adams. In
Ansel’s time a photographer captured
information on a photographic plate
and then spent many hours
experimenting in the darkroom deciding
how to best process the image.
Photographers employed numerous
darkroom techniques (tricks) to bring
an image to life. A photographer’s
Raw capture after processing
abilities in the darkroom were critically (corrected and adjusted).
important in producing a fine
photograph.
Nowadays with digital photography we find ourselves in the same situation
as Ansel. What we capture in the field is just the starting point to producing
a fine photograph. After capturing information on our sensors we must
spend time in our darkrooms (digital post processing) in order to produce
our vision of an image.
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Occasionally, someone will make a derogatory remark about digital post
processing. I’ve never understood why anyone should have a beef with
post processing as it allows each photographer to further express their
artistic vision.

Jpg capture; Smoky Mtn Nat’l Park.

Processed raw file.

If one has their camera set to record jpg images, I recommend selecting
the largest and finest option available.

Nikon D80 image quality adjustment.

Canon 40D image quality adjustment
set to raw. Depress the set button in
the middle of the back dial for more
options including jpg.

Nikon D80 image size.
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For landscape photography, shooting raw files is the very best way to
capture an image. Raw files have the most information allowing the best
opportunity to produce the finished image desired by the photographer.
Raw files are in a format specific to the camera model, they always need
further computer processing to create an image. Raw files can be quite
large. A 16 mega pixel camera can produce a 16-20 megabyte raw data
file which can yield a 95-105 megabyte image file (16 bit color). When the
raw file is converted to an image file it may be saved as a tiff file and edits
can be made without losing any image information. If the image is a .jpeg
or .jpg file then information loss will occur upon saving.
JPG files are image files that any computer can read. They are processed
by the camera so that no additional processing by the computer is
required. However, they may be processed more if desired by the
photographer. JPG files tend to be much smaller than raw or tiff files. JPG
files have been compressed by the camera software during processing, as
a result some information has been discarded. Note: If edits are made to a
jpg image in post processing and resaved as a jpg image more
information will be lost and each cycle of opening and resaving will
continue to lose information. If the jpg image is converted to a tiff image
upon saving (in Photoshop “file”-”save as” then select tiff) then no
additional information will be lost during the save process and future
cycles of opening and resaving will not result in information loss.
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White Balance – I used to always shoot landscapes with the white
balance set to daylight. This habit was a remnant of my film shooting days,
when I used daylight balanced film. By shooting with the white balance set
to daylight I believed I more closely captured scenes as a daylight
balanced film would have. However, I found myself frequently adjusting
the white balance to taste in post processing. With raw files this is not an
issue as adjusting the white balance of a raw file is a non-destructive edit.
However, it is a destructive edit on jpg images.
Nowadays I leave the white balance set to auto. I find this typically
provides a more acceptable starting point for fine tuning the white balance
in post processing.

Nikon D80 white balance adjustment. Direct
sunlight = daylight.

Canon 40D white balance adjustment. The star symbol = daylight. To
change the setting rotate the back dial while pressing the WB button.
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Color Space – Color space determines how many colors are available to
work with. Essentially, it’s how big of a box of crayons you’re coloring with.
The sRGB color space is a small box of crayons, Adobe RGB 1998 color
space is a big box of crayons and ProPhoto RGB is a huge box of
crayons.
In almost all cameras this setting is made in a menu selection. When
shooting raw files this setting is pretty much meaningless because the
color space is determined on the computer while converting the raw file
into an image, not in the camera.
When shooting jpgs, the color space should match the intended output. If
the photographer plans to view the image only on a computer or other
digital device then the sRGB color space is the choice for proper viewing.
Actually, some say the sRGB color space is also fine for printing. Others
will say, if one intends to print the image, then use the Adobe RGB 1998 or
ProPhoto RGB color space when shooting. Then, later if the image is also
to be displayed electronically, convert a copy of it to the sRGB color space
for viewing on a computer or digital device, this is what I recommend.

Menu location for color space on a
Canon 40D. Affects jpg files, not raw
files.

Menu location for color space on a
Nikon D80. Affects jpg files, not raw
files.
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High ISO Noise Reduction – Nowadays, I do not use in-camera noise
reduction. I’ve been convinced that reducing noise with the computer in
post processing is more effective and maintains more detail in the image.
This is a setting I now leave off. This setting will be found somewhere in
the menu.

Nikon D80 high
reduction setting.

ISO

noise

Canon 40D high ISO noise reduction setting.
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Long Exposure Noise Reduction – Nowadays, I do not use in-camera
noise reduction. I’ve been convinced that reducing noise with the
computer in post processing is more effective and maintains more detail in
the image. This is a setting I now leave off. This setting will be found
somewhere in the menu.

Nikon D80 long
reduction setting.

exposure

noise

Canon 40D long exposure noise reduction setting.
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Self Timer – We normally think about the self timer as a function to be
used when you wish to take a picture of yourself when no one is around.
You turn on the self timer, push the shutter release, then run around and
position yourself in the image. Well, this function is also very helpful in
landscape photography to help avoid camera shake while tripping the
shutter. Using the self timer allows one to make an exposure while not
touching the camera. If you do not use a cable release or a cordless
remote, I strongly recommend using the self timer.

Nikon D80 self timer. Repeatedly
pushing the button will cycle
thought certain functions
including the self timer.

Canon 40D self timer. Hold the button in the upper red box down
while rotating the back dial. Notice the changes in the lower red
box when the back dial is rotated. I usually select the self timer
symbol that has a little “2” below it; 2 second delay.
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Often with Nikon cameras somewhere in the menu, one can choose how
long the self timer counts before tripping the shutter. For most shooting
situations I set this to 2 seconds.

Nikon D80 self timer delay amount.

We can take this one step further. On more advanced cameras one may
be able choose mirror lockup in the menu settings. This is not a mirror
lockup associated with cleaning the sensor, but instead associated with
reducing vibrations from mirror slap. If this setting is enabled, and the self
timer is used, when the shutter release button is pushed the first thing that
happens is the mirror locks up, then after the timer finishes counting, the
shutter trips for a vibration free exposure.

Canon 40D
mirror lockup.
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Histogram Review – After making an exposure one can view all kinds of
data associated with the image. Assuming one loves the composition, the
next most important item to be concerned with is exposure. Was the
image properly exposed? Reviewing the histogram after each exposure is
a good way to be certain the exposure is correct, or at least close enough.
Please be familiar with how to display the histogram after making an
exposure.

Nikon D80. Push and release the
playback button to display the image,
then push up or down on the multi
selector to cycle through various
information readouts including the
histogram.
With many Nikons, venturing into the
PLAYBACK MENU and selecting
items for review is required before
they are available with the process
above.

Canon 40D. Push and release the
playback button to display the image,
then push the info button to cycle
through various information readouts
including the histogram.

After the camera takes a photograph, I
like to have the image automatically
appear on the back display. On some
cameras such as the Nikon D80 this
may require a menu setting.
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Highlight Warning – I like having this feature enabled. If a portion of an
image is overexposed to the point that at least one color channel is burned
out, that portion of the image will blink. On some cameras this warning
needs to be turned on in the menu to have it available when replaying an
image.

Enter the menu as indicated in the above image to enable
highlight warnings on a Canon 40D. Once this is enabled,
areas of the image where the highlights are blown out, will
blink on and off during image review.
Nikon D80. Push and release
the playback button to display
the image, then push up or
down on the multi selector to
c yc l e
through
va r i o u s
information
readouts
including the
highlight
warning. When viewing this
readout, areas of the image
where the highlights are blown
out, will blink on and off.
Some Nikon cameras require
this feature to be turned on in
the “PLAYBACK MENU”
before it can be found with the
multi selector.
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No memory card lock – Depending upon how this setting is toggled one
can take photographs without a memory card in the camera. Actually, this
is sometimes the default setting. Can someone explain why this is so on a
digital camera? Please disable the camera’s ability to take photographs
without a memory card installed.
Some Olympus cameras may not have this as a selectable option, they
will take photos without a memory card installed.

Nikon D80; shutter release
locked without a memory card
installed in the camera.
Canon 40D; in the off position the camera will
not shoot without a memory card.
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Formatting the memory card – Upon installing a new memory card or
after downloading and backing up images from a memory card, I format it
in the camera. I’ve had many discussions with various people who I
consider far more intelligent in the arena of computers and electronic
devises. As usual, there seems to be a lot of conflicting opinions as to the
best procedure for freeing space on a used memory card. Therefore, since
cameras have the format option, I format my cards in the camera.

Formatting a memory card
with the Nikon D80.
Formatting the memory card with the Canon
40D.
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Optimized Settings (Nikon term) – Many DSLRs have a selection of
setting such as Vivid, More Vivid, Portrait, Softer, Black-and-White etc.
Because I shoot raw files, I’m not concerned with where these settings are
placed; they do not affect raw files. However, they do affect the jpg
previews that are generated for viewing on the back of the camera.
Additionally, when shooting jpg images, these settings will be applied to
the images. Do not be fooled into thinking that adjusting these setting will
give jpg images an equivalent appearance as compared to a thoughtfully
processed raw file.
Note: Some raw file converters such as Nikon’s Capture NX® will read
and apply the camera settings to the raw files, Photoshop® only reads and
applies white balance.

Nikon D80’s optimize setting for jpg images.
“Vivid” is often a good choice for
landscapes. I think “Softer” can be a better
choice for people than “Portrait”.
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With a Canon 40D first select Picture Style,
then push the set button to get the screen
below.

Once one of the styles on the left of the screen
has been selected, press the info button again
to enter yet another screen and make specific
adjustments for the chosen picture style. Again
these setting will only apply to jpg images and
the image review on the back of the camera.
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Canyonlands
National Park, UT.

For much of my career, I believed that photographers should capture only
one “correct” exposure for a scene. Somehow, this exposure needed to
have all of the data required to create a final image. I’m sure this belief
was a remnant left over from the film days when this was standard
operating procedure. In those days the idea of bracketing exposure was
frowned upon by snobbish more advanced photographers, like me,
because it implied one did not know how to properly meter a scene.
Well, for me, those days are long gone. I now bracket the exposure of
practically every composition with wild abandon, as if I’m making up for
lost time. By doing so I’m capturing the maximum amount of color
information and detail in both the highlights and shadows of a scene. Why,
would I not want to do this? Yes, I’ll concede that many times I’m able to
use one photo in the bracketed series to create an acceptable, final image,
but if I ever want more data, it will be available to me. Why, would I want
more data? Not sure now, but the way post processing software is
evolving it’s impossible to predict what they will come up with next and
how I might want to use the data.
Often, I do use every photo in a bracketed series to create a final image.
I’ve found current high dynamic range “HDR” software to be a useful
component of my post processing tool box. It can be used to create
cartoonish, garish, over baked images, but also very compelling,
believable, landscape photographs. This is why I no longer use splitneutral density filters (page 102) for landscape photographs.
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Auto Exposure Bracketing “AEB” – I find the best way to bracket
exposure is with AEB set to 1 stop between exposures and capturing as
many exposures as possible with each push of the shutter release button.
With my current camera that means setting the number of bracketed shots
to 7 in situations where there is a large dynamic range in the scene and to
3 or 5 when there is less dynamic range. While many of the software
companies claim that 3 shots is usually enough, I’ve found using 5 to 9
shots yields far superior results.

With a Canon 5D Mark III, enter the menu as indicated in the image above.
Select AEB, then press and release the set button, then spin the dial on top of
the camera to choose the number of stops between shots, press the set
button again to accept.

With a Canon 5D Mark III
enter
the
menu
as
indicated in the image to
the left, select “Number of
bracketed shots” press
the set button then spin
the dial to choose the
number of bracketed
shots, press the set
button again to accept.
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To activate AEB with a Nikon D80 press and hold the “BKT” button circled in
red. While doing so rotate the front dial to choose the number of stops
between shots and the back dial to choose the number of bracketed shots
(max is 3 with the D80).
Depending upon the Nikon camera model one may also have to enter the
menu and turn on multiple shots in the self timer as well as change other
settings, please refer to the camera’s manual or check online for more
information specific to the model.

To make a camera take a series of bracketed shots with a single push of
the shutter release, cameras usually need the self timer on and mirror
lock-up off.
If the photographer wishes for the mirror to be locked up during the series
of shots, then place the camera in live view mode before tripping the
shutter. At the time of writing, this method works great with Canon
cameras, but there is conflicting information about it working with Nikon
cameras.
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Bracketing sequence or Auto BKT order – By default most cameras
with AEB activated shoot a medium tone image then a dark image then a
light image. I find this down right confusing to replay on the back of the
camera. Or, after downloading to view on a computer. To simplify things, I
recommend changing this setting to shoot all bracketed sequences from
the darkest image to the lightest image.

To change the bracketing sequence of a Canon 5D Mark III. Enter the menu as
indicated above, select “Bracketing sequence” and press set, then choose the
desired sequence “-0+” and press set again to accept the change.

To change the bracketing sequence of a
Nikon D80. Enter the
menu as indicated in
the image to the left,
select “Auto BKT
order” then press
“OK” choose the
desired
sequence
“Under>MTR>over”
then press “OK”.
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Auto rotate – When replaying images while shooting with the camera in
the vertical (a.k.a. portrait) format, I like the images to replay in the vertical
format. I do not like an image flipping around 90 degrees causing it to
shrink and forcing me to crane my neck to see the replay.
To cause images captured in the vertical format to replay in the vertical
format we need to make a one time adjustment to the “Auto rotate” setting.

To turn off auto rotate with a Canon 5D Mark III. Enter the menu as indicated
above and select the symbol for “On for computer only” then press set to
accept the change.

To turn off auto rotate
with a Nikon D80.
Enter the menu as
indicated in the image
to the left and press
“OK”
then
select
“OFF”
and
press
“OK”.
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My Menu settings – For most photographers there are several menu
settings they frequently change. Conveniently, instead of running around
the entire camera menu to make changes, camera manufactures have
created an area to which photographers can register items they frequently
change.
As photographers become more advanced and discover the menu items
they frequently use, they often find it helpful to register these items to the
“My Menu settings” of their camera.

To register items to the “My Menu settings” of a Canon 5D Mark III. Enter the
menu as indicated above and press the set button, then follow the on screen
instructions.
In the image above, notice the 5 items I find useful to register to the ‘My Menu
setting” section of my camera.
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Custom Shooting Mode – Many photographers carry only one DSLR
body into the field. Usually, if they are landscape photographers, the
camera is set up for landscape photography. Should a chance to
photograph wildlife happen, these photographers often do not take
advantage of the opportunity. Why? Because frequently the wildlife
opportunity is too fleeting to make all of the necessary camera changes in
time to capture the wildlife.
Well, camera manufactures have thought about this issue and created
custom shooting modes to which photographers can register settings. This
is a feature that works particularly well with Canon cameras as every
camera setting including menu settings and those made with button
pushes and dial rotations are registered.
As photographers become more advanced and discover the camera
settings they frequently use in various shooting scenarios, they often find it
helpful to register these to the custom shooting modes of their camera.
Using the wildlife opportunity mentioned above, if a photographer has
registered all of his wildlife settings to C1, then when a wildlife opportunity
occurs, the photographer simply turns the dial to C1 and he is ready to
photograph wildlife.

The image above shows the shooting mode dial of a Canon 5D Mark III.
On my camera, C1 is for wildlife, C2 is for black and white previews and
C3 is for videos.
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To register items to the “Custom shooting mode” of a Canon 5D Mark III.
Enter the menu as indicated above and press the set button, then follow the
on screen instructions.
As Example, when I set up C1 with my wildlife settings, first I changed the
shooting mode to aperture priority and the aperture to f/8 then I registered
these setting to C1. Next, I turned the mode dial to C1 and noticed the camera
was in aperture priority and the aperture was f/8. While the dial was still at C1
I made additional changes to the camera such as turning off mirror lock up
and setting the ISO to 800. Then, I again registered the camera’s settings to
C1, causing the adjustments to mirror lock up and ISO to be incorporated into
the C1 settings.
Over the next few days, as I thought of more settings that needed to be
changed for photographing wildlife, I simply turned the shooting mode dial to
C1 made the changes, then registered to C1 again.
NOTE: While in C1, a photographer can make changes to the camera to
accommodate a particular situation, perhaps select a different aperture or
ISO. However, when the camera is turned off or goes to sleep and is then
turned on or woke up, it will have the settings that were registered to C1. For
this reason, a setting change I’ve registered to C1 is to turn off sleep or auto
off.
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Focus; Auto, Manual (selecting the AF point) – Manually focusing is the
simplest way to achieve the correct focusing distance when shooting
landscapes. If your eyes are good enough to do so, you may skip the rest
of this section.
If you are like me and your eyes just do not work well enough to manually
focus, then you will find the camera’s ability to auto focus very helpful.
In landscape photography we are concerned with setting the focus at a
precise distance in order to achieve a particular depth-of-field desired by
the photographer. To have the camera do this we need to choose three
setting.
1. The first setting to choose is the AF – MF switch on the lens and on the
body (Nikon). Place it in the AF or A position. Note: Canon only has a
switch on the lens, Olympus cameras do not have either of these
switches.
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2. The second setting to choose is single point or area focusing; Canon =
AF Point; Nikon = Focus Area. This choice is made so that the
photographer controls which focusing point or area is utilized. Otherwise,
the camera chooses the focusing point or area and it may choose the
wrong one.

On the Nikon D80, first select “Single
area”, then follow the steps below.

Nikon D80: After partially pressing the shutter
release, peer into the viewfinder and use the multi
selector to select the focusing point.
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Canon 40D; On most Canon cameras, when the button circled
in red is pushed it activates the ability to select the AF point.
The selection is made by rotating the back dial and
sometimes the front dial. This will cause the AF point to cycle
through the available positions. Doing this while looking
through the viewfinder allows one to determine where in the
composition to focus. Avoid the position where all the points
light up at once as this is the selection where the camera
decides where to focus.
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3. The third setting to choose for landscape photography is the Auto Focus
Mode, select “single servo mode” for Nikon and “one shot” for Canon. This
setting means that for each focus button push the lens focuses only once
then stops.

Canon 40D: Auto Focus Mode set to one shot. This mode is changed
by rotating the front dial while pressing the AF button.

Nikon D80: Auto Focus Mode set to
single servo. This mode is changed
by pushing the AF button.
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Ok, now the camera is set up for landscape focusing scenarios but,
what is the actual procedure to focus?
Answer:
All cameras come out of the box with the shutter release button activating
the auto focus via a partial depression of the shutter release.
After determining the correct distance to focus (see pages 28-30), simply
place the focusing point on an object that is at the proper distance then
depress the shutter release to focus the lens, then flip the lens A-M switch
to the M position (for Olympus cameras enter the menu and change the
focus from auto to manual).
Now the camera will not refocus each time the shutter release is
depressed.
Therefore, the final image may be composed and any number of
photographs may be taken without concern of the camera refocusing at
the wrong distance.
On some Nikon and Canon cameras there are menu settings that disable
the partial depression of the shutter release as the activation for auto
focus. When these changes are implemented the auto focus is activated
by a button push on the back, usually by thumb. I love and use this
setting.

To facilitate the focusing
button switch on a
Canon 40D requires two
steps.
Step 1. Enter into the
custom function IV area
of the menu and for item
1 select choice 3.
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Step 2. Select item 2 and choose enable. No, this procedure does not
seem clear or intuitive to me, but this is how it is done.
Now, to focus the Canon 40D, push the button in the red circle.
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Lock Switch (Nikon) – On the back of some Nikon cameras there is a
lock switch that slides up and down. I leave mine in the up position
(unlocked). Occasionally, I inadvertently push it down to the “L” position.
When it is in the “L” position I’m unable to move the focus point around the
screen with the multi selector. Lesson: If the focus point does not move
when the multi selector is pushed, check the lock switch.

Nikon D80 Lock Switch
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PUT IT ALL TOGETHER WITH CFDE
Freeman Patterson in his book “Photography for the Joy of It” taught the
nifty saying “CDE” which stands for Composition, Depth-of-Field and
Exposure. He explained that once a camera is set up for shooting
landscapes. The items in the sequence “CDE; Composition, Depth-of-field,
Exposure”, are the only items of concern while in the field shooting. I
believe he has a fantastic approach, however I modify it just slightly. I’m a
strong proponent of using filters to control light for artistic creativity.
Therefore, I add an F (Filter) to the sequence yielding “CFDE”, darn, it no
longer follows the alphabet, but it does roll nicely off the tongue.
Upon arrival at a location where you feel inspired to take a photograph,
simply repeat to yourself “all I need to do is CFDE (composition, filter,
depth-of-field, exposure)”.
Composition – Find a desirable composition by investigating various
vantage points while hand holding the camera. Once a composition is
found place a tripod under the camera and review the composition.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check for lens flare.
Are jet condensation trails in the scene?
Have all of the edges and corners of the frame been checked for
distracting elements?
Is the composition simple?
Is the subject immediately apparent?
Are all other compositional elements enhancing?
Have distracting elements been removed?
Is there too much or too little negative space (empty space)?

Filter – Now evaluate the scene and decide if a filter or filters should be
used. If the decision is yes, then attach the required filters.
•

Considered the need for a filter (split-neutral density, polarizer or
neutral density).
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Depth-of-field – Now calculate and implement the necessary aperture
setting, and focus at the required distance to achieve the desired depth-offield. Use a hyperfocal chart or phone app to help with this process.
•
•

Select the correct aperture for the desired depth-of-field.
Focus at the appropriate distance to achieve the desired depth-of-field.

Exposure – Finally, adjust the shutter speed to achieve the desired
exposure and take the photo. Afterwards review the histogram to verify the
exposure is correct, if not adjust the shutter speed and shoot again.
Is the ISO at the desired setting?
Is the camera in the correct metering mode? Usually matrix, evaluative
or ESP is the best choice?
• Meter the scene for it’s tonality.
• At this step only adjust the shutter speed.
• Use a cable release or timer delay to avoid camera shake.
•
•

At first, following the steps of “CFDE” seems like a lengthy exercise.
However, with practice it will become automatic and may take only
seconds to complete.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Handholding Rule of Thumb – I always recommend using a tripod to
shoot landscape photographs. On occasion one may wish to handhold the
camera to take snap shots of family, a pet or whatever. For these snap
shots to be free from blur as a result of camera shake, then the shutter
speed should be at least as fast as
1
(focal length of the lens) x (LMF)
For Example: Let’s say the desirable composition was found with a focal
length of 100mm and the camera’s LMF is 1.5. How fast must the shutter
speed be to ensure camera shake does not blur the image?
1
= 1
100 x 1.5 150
The answer: 1/150 of a second or faster. If image stabilization is utilized,
then often the shutter speed can be slower by a stop or two.
Vibration Reduction (VR) or Image Stabilization (IS); Nikon - VR,
Canon - IS – Most agree that using IS or VR is very useful when shooting
while handholding. I always have IS/VR turned off when I’m shooting
landscape photographs from a tripod. When shooting wildlife, cowboys,
models... I'll use a tripod to assist in holding the camera, at these times I
turn on IS/VR.
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Printing thoughts – Many photographers understandable wish to have
their favorite images printed. I do not print my own photographs. I prefer to
have experts who really know printing, do it for me. There are several
ways to print quality photographs; the most common are pigmented ink jet
(giclee) and wet chemistry. Both can yield fantastic results. All I wish to
discuss here is something I’ve noticed about the colors from each type.
Wet chemistry is a traditional style photograph that I usually prefer.
However, if brilliant oranges and some shades of yellow and/or red are
present in the image, these colors may go flat and lose their brilliance in a
wet chemistry photograph. When these colors are present I have the
image printed with pigmented inks to maintain their brilliance.
The lab I’ve used for years is Denver Digital Imaging; TheSlideprinter.com.
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COMPOSITION
What does a great outdoor photograph have that snapshots do not?
Superb composition!
It is an image that catches the eye of the viewer and evokes an emotional
response.
There is a huge difference between taking snapshots and photographs.
When taking snapshots, we tend not to scrutinize subject placement or
evaluate complementing or distracting elements. Yet when taking
photographs, we pay careful attention to every aspect of the composition.
In photography, composition is the arrangement of elements (mountains,
streams, lakes, flowers, etc.) in the viewfinder that will create an image.
The landscape photographer’s goal is to make this arrangement as
captivating and pleasing to the eye as possible.
Composition is subjective in the choice of subject matter, lighting, location
and perspective. However, there are guidelines that can lead one down
the path to improved composition. The following rules will help one
achieve greater success. Please note, there are exceptions to all of the
following compositional rules. It is not uncommon to violate them.

Oregon Coast
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Time of day plays a significant role in the outcome of an image. The
quality of light available is as important as the subject in landscape
photography. Often the best time to photograph any given scene is around
sunrise and/or sunset.

Evening twilight, Bandon Beach, Oregon.
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Use the rule of thirds as a starting point for the composition.
Imagine there's a tic-tac-toe grid in the viewfinder. Position the main
subject in the viewfinder, at or near the intersecting points of the tic-tac-toe
grid.
Avoid placing the subject in the center of the frame unless the subject is
being framed by other elements. A landscape image with the main subject
centered in the frame is rarely appealing and may feel awkwardly
balanced.

Yucca, White Sands National Monument, New Mexico.
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In this photo, a grist mill in Smoky Mountain National
Park is centered horizontally in the image. Do you
like it there?

In this photo the grist mill is near the upper left
intersection point of the imaginary tic-tac-toe grid. Is
it more pleasing there?
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Use leading diagonal lines and curves to draw the viewer's eye into the
image and to the main subject.
These lines may be created by a stream, fence, shoreline, path, road or
even a log. If possible, have lines and curves originate in the corners of
the frame to create a more appealing effect.
Lines are powerful compositional components that readily attract the eye's
attention; they should be used carefully. Every time there is a line in the
viewfinder, evaluate it and only include it, if it enhances the image.

The fence in the lower right, is an entry way into the
image. From here the viewer’s eye can follow it back to the
mountains.
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In this image of lupine near Crested Butte, CO, the line created
by the path provides a way for the viewer to enter the scene and
move through the lupine, to the aspen forest.

In this image from
White Sands Nat’l
Monument,
the
lines in the sand
are the subject.
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Negative space in an image, is an area where nothing is happening.
Watch for the amount of negative space in compositions − too much will
create an imbalance where the eye drifts off the main subject to the void of
nothingness, and too little can squeeze the composition, reducing its
impact and balance.
A little extra negative space can be useful; often magazine covers will
utilize the negative space of an image for a header or advertisements.

The left side of this lighthouse image has too much negative space. One
wonders why it is included in the image as it adds nothing to the composition.

Removing the negative space allows the viewer to concentrate on the subject
without distraction. Also, notice how the curving line of the handrail feels very
appealing entering from the corner.
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The Bandon Beach image above has too much negative space in the sky.
The image below is far more attractive.
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Consider the camera's orientation; vertical or horizontal.
One may be better than the other, so be sure to consider both.
If selling images as stock, having both orientations may be a good
business decision (verticals are used for covers which generally pay
higher amounts). Note: One may have to recompose to make the image
work.

Which
image
of
Maroon Lake near
Aspen, Colorado is
more
appealing,
vertical or horizontal?
Why?
I like both of them.
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Try framing the subject with a simple arrangement of interesting
components around or beside the main subject, such as between trees,
rocks, branches, flowers, etc.
Use simple framing components so they don't distract or interfere with the
main subject.

Grand
Teton
National
Park

Oregon
lighthouse
framed by a post and
rope.
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Add something to the foreground.
Landscape and scenic photographs are greatly enhanced by placing an
object such as a flower, tree stump, rock or tree in the foreground. They
provide the viewer an entry point into the image and add a sense of depth.
Be certain that both the foreground and the main subject are in focus.

In the photos of Glacier Nat’l Park above, rocks create an interesting foreground
and they provide a starting point for the viewer’s attention.
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Look for patterns in nature, such as ripples in sand, curving wood grain,
water ripples, a stand of trees, etc. They often create an appealing image
all by themselves.

Yucca in Canyonlands National Park.

White Sands
National
Monument
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After deciding what to shoot, take a look at the subject again.
Is there a picture within a picture?
Try changing lenses, or if using a zoom lens, change the focal length to
see if another pleasing composition unfolds.

This boat in the Bahamas was quite interesting to photograph with a variety of
focal lengths.
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Try to avoid including white skies in the composition as they're generally
uninteresting and distracting.
Our eyes are drawn to areas of bright and dark within a scene. If the
viewer’s eyes are drawn to a bright, white sky and away from the subject,
then the image fails.

By eliminating the white sky, the viewer’s eyes are kept on the subject of the
photograph.
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Keep It Simple! In the viewfinder, search out and eliminate distracting
elements; they compete with the main subject by drawing one’s eye away
from the focus of the photograph. Try not to include everything in a scene,
rather capture the essence of the scene with a few of its main
components.
Compositions are improved by eliminating as many unnecessary elements
as possible. The viewer should not have to guess what the subject is; it
should be identifiable as soon as one looks at the photograph, even a
small photograph. Being able to readily distinguish the subject during
image review on the back of the camera is a good sign that it’s easily
identifiable.

Here the vertical image of Lower Falls in Yellowstone makes a better
photograph. The composition is stronger because the subject is larger and
easy to understand, even when viewed with a quick glance.
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In the image above, the subject is the stream. Why then, is there so much
uninteresting forest in the upper left of the image?

Rocky Mountain
National Park
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Before placing the camera on a tripod, it is very important to evaluate the
subject from a variety of possible angles or perspectives.
If the camera is placed on the tripod first, it will limit the freedom and ease
of movement making some perspectives difficult to preview.
To help decide the best angle for an interesting photo, walk around while
looking through the viewfinder.
Images can be made more interesting and different by simply shooting
from a lower or higher vantage point.
Another note on perspective would be to consider which one best
translates the emotional response you have to the scene. By lowering the
perspective to the ground, creates the effect that the subject is more
dominant in the surroundings. By going to a higher vantage point, the
subject may seem more inclusive in the surroundings.
After taking photos that come immediately to mind, have a short break.
Then look around and ask yourself “what is the next correct answer?”
This question means, is there another way to photograph the subject? It is
meant to provoke you into seeing the scene in a different way than when
first inspired by it. Keep on asking this question until there are no more
next correct answers. This is one of the most important field procedures to
follow as it sparks as much creative thought as possible while on location.

This is the first photo I
took of a homestead on
the plains of Montana. It’s
the view that inspired me
as I drove by.
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This image was taken after searching for additional “correct answers”.

This panorama was the final “correct answer” I could find at this location, it’s
also my favorite.
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Which perspective do you like?
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Consider perspective when photographing flowers or animals. Try
shooting them from their level to create more intimate images.
Looking directly down on flowers or animals is rarely appealing because
it's the angle we commonly see them from. An image of a flower or small
animal taken from it’s level is far more interesting. How often do we crawl
on the ground to view flowers?
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Sometimes a location is truly stunning to behold. Yet, when the camera is
held up to the scene, it can’t do it justice.
This is often the case for me at Grand Canyon National Park. When this
happens consider shooting a panorama.

Use the following steps to shoot panoramas:
1. Place the camera in the manual shooting mode.
2. Identify the composition then place a tripod under the camera.
3. Level the tripod. Many tripods have a built in bubble level.
4. Place the camera on the tripod and ensure that the horizon is level by
using a two axis, hot shoe bubble level or built-in camera level. To
accommodate the composition, the camera may tip forward or back a bit,
especially if the foreground element is not too close.
5. Attach any desired filters.
6. Adjust the aperture and focus distance for the desired depth-of-field.
7. Pan the scene while watching the light meter in the viewfinder. When
the brightest portion of the scene is identified use that portion to meter for
the entire panorama; adjust the shutter speed so that the highlights record
as desired.
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8. Shoot the panorama from left to right. Start the panorama one frame
wider than needed and finish one frame wider than needed. Overlap each
frame 30% - 50%; better to overlap too much than not enough.
Shooting panoramas takes a little practice. While learning, it’s helpful to
leave more room at the top and bottom of the frame than normal. This will
be very handy should more cropping happen than expected.
When stitching the images together in Photoshop® try using the cylindrical
mode. It usually aligns most images accurately. I show you how to do this
in my video series “Photoshop® Instruction For Landscape
Photographers”.

This panorama of Mesa Arch in Canyonlands National Park was taken with the
camera on it’s side; in a vertical position.
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It is important when shooting landscapes to photograph something that
stirs an emotion. It can be a field of wildflowers, a small cascade or
sunset. Unfortunately, beautiful scenery doesn’t necessarily translate into
photogenic scenery. Only by shooting and honestly critiquing will one
begin to produce images with better compositions.

Colorado aspen trunk.
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PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT
Great news! There’s not a lot of critical equipment required for landscape
photography. Besides the camera and lenses, I’d say that only three or
four items are really required in the field. They are a landscape tripod,
polarizer, cable release, neutral density filter and possibly a split-neutral
density filter. The bad news is, with the advent of digital cameras, roughly
50% of the process to create a fine landscape photograph is field work,
the remaining 50% is post processing. This means, to consistently
produce desirable landscape photographs, one also must purchase a
quality digital darkroom such as Adobe Photoshop® or Perfect Photo
Suite® by onOne Software. Learn post processing the easy way with my
two video series “Photoshop Instruction For Landscape Photographers”
and “Andy Cook’s Post Processing Workflow Photoshop & Photomatix”.

A polarizing filter and
neutral density filter
used to photograph
sunset image of Crater
National Park, Oregon.
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Tripod – Don't just buy one, use it! I cannot stress this enough. This is a
very important piece of equipment. A tripod is a must for clear, sharp
photographs. With long shutter speeds often required for landscape
photography, hand holding is not an option.
At practically every photography workshop I lead, participants struggle to
gain familiarity with a piece of equipment they've owned, but seldom used.
Oftentimes, they are using the wrong kind of tripod, resulting in broken
equipment and missed opportunities as they fret with adjustments.
What is a proper tripod for landscape photographers? An important feature
to look for is a tripod with legs that do not attach to a center post. Many
landscapes require shooting from uneven ground, hillsides and other
precarious places. The most suitable tripod for these varied surfaces is
one with legs that move independently and can lock in a variety of
positions out to 90 degrees. One is also best served by a tripod that can
be adjusted from very close to the ground to standing height without
having to crank up an extension shaft. Another useful feature is a
quick-release head, allowing one to quickly and simply attach the camera
to the tripod. The tripod head should tilt to hold the camera in vertical
format.

Everyone should use a tripod!
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In many lighting situations, using a polarizing filter will help increase the
color saturation of an image. It does so by removing the shine or glare
from non-metallic reflective surfaces such as water, glass, smooth leaves,
rocks, etc. Once the shine or glare has been removed, the color of the
object becomes more apparent and will record with richer tones. Polarizing
filters are also used to cut atmospheric haze, resulting in skies with deeper
blue color and increased contrast with clouds. Also, the elimination of haze
allows more detail in distant compositional elements such as mountains.

Image using a polarizer on left. Notice the effect on some rocks and sections of
the water. Observe how the colors of the leaves on the rocks and trees are more
saturated using a polarizer.

To use a polarizer, attach it to the front of the lens, look through the
viewfinder at the subject and rotate the polarizer until the desired amount
of polarization is achieved. Sometimes it’s very easy to see the effect,
sometimes it’s not. Maximum polarizing effect will occur when shooting
perpendicular to the sun's rays. Stated another way, maximum polarization
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occurs when the line "camera to subject" is perpendicular to the line "sun
to subject". There is virtually no polarizing effect when shooting directly
toward or away from the sun (parallel to sun's rays). Other angles with the
sun's rays will yield some polarizing effect.
Be careful when using a polarizer on wide-angle lenses; one area of the
sky might darken significantly more than other areas, creating an
unnatural effect. Polarizing filters typically block one to two stops of light.
Attach the polarizer before metering, then meter in your usual manner.
Both linear and circular polarizing filters may be available. Linear
polarizing filters can hinder a camera's auto focus and auto exposure
abilities. Circular polarizing filters are a little more expensive, but will work
with any camera system.
For landscape photography, I find
using the self timer (page 48) to
usually be the most convenient
way to trip the shutter. However,
there are situations when the self
timer will not work and a cable
release is required. I.E. Imagine
waiting for an intermittent breeze to
quit blowing so that a wildflower
your trying to photograph will hold
still. In this situation there may not
be enough time to wait two
seconds before the shutter trips.
Therefore, having a cable release
handy will allow one to trip the
shutter when needed and make a
vibration free exposure.
Additionally a cable release is
useful when making very long
“bulb” exposures.
A 1.5 minute “Bulb” exposure of this
Oregon lighthouse makes the wave
action look like fog around the rocks.
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How many times has one photographed a blazing sunset or sunrise only
to be disappointed with the resulting image? Either the sky was
overexposed and washed out, or the foreground was underexposed and
too dark. What happened? The range of light intensity in this type of scene
often extends beyond the sensor’s dynamic range; high dynamic range
“HDR”. When photographing in these types of lighting situations, splitneutral density filters may help. They do so by controlling the light
intensity in specific areas of the image, so the scene can record more
faithfully to the way it looked. Generally speaking, split-neutral density
filters may be useful when a portion of any image is more than two stops
brighter than other areas of the image.

The image shows a Singh-ray split-neutral density filter being held in a Cokin
filter holder (“P” size). The idea with these, is to buy one filter, one filter
holder and an adapter ring for each size of lens.
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A split-neutral density filter is a filter where one half is clear and the other
half is tinted with a neutral, (doesn't impart a color) light-filtering tint. The
tinted portion usually blocks one, two or three stops of light, depending
upon the strength of the filter. They are easy to use – simply position the
tinted side of the filter over the brightest portion of the image while placing
the clear section of the filter over the darker area of the image. Many
cameras have a depth-of-field preview button. While I do not find them an
aid in determining depth-of-field, they are very useful in helping one to
properly position a split-neutral density filter. Simply depress the depth-offield preview button and look in the viewfinder while positioning the splitneutral density filter. With the button depressed, the sharpness of the
transition area is now the same as the way it will record when
photographed with the selected aperture.
They may have either a "feathered" or "hard" edge. The feathered edge
provides a gradual change from the tinted portion to the clear portion,
while the hard edge provides a more abrupt change. These filter are
available in a variety of shapes, some are round and screw on, others are
short rectangles (almost square), and others, my favorite shape, are long
rectangles. I suggest using the long rectangular version. These slid into a
holder that attaches to the front of the lens. The holder allows one to rotate
the filter and move it up and down, allowing greater flexibility in proper
placement of the tinted portion. I recommend using a Singh-Ray hard
edge, 2-stop and 1-stop, split-neutral density filter.
Split-neutral density filters are useful when the transition from light to dark,
in the scene, forms a line through the image. For example, the classic
sunset or sunrise scene where the horizon is more or less straight. One
should align and place the transition edge of the filter, with the edge of the
transition from light to dark in the scene. This will hide the filter’s transition
edge so that it is not noticeable to the viewer. If the filter’s transition edge
is noticeable, it will appear unnatural and be distracting to the viewer.
There’s another option for shooting this type of lighting scenario that does
not require the use of a filter. Take two exposures, one properly exposed
for the highlight area of the image and one properly exposed for the darker
area of the image. Later, in post processing combine the images, using
the favorable sections of each to create a finished image. I show you how
to do this in my video series “Photoshop® Instruction For Landscape Photographers”.
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Nowadays, I use split-neutral density
filters only when using the video feature
of my camera and when the lighting
requires. Instead of using split-neutral
density filters I use the AEB feature of
my camera and HDR software to
combine multiple images.
Neutral density filters are used to
reduce the amount of light volume
entering the lens; decreases the amount
of light that enters the camera. Basically,
they are a filter heavily tinted with a
neutral, (doesn't impart a color) lightfiltering tint. Typically they come in
varying strengths from ND .03 (1-stop
reduction) to ND 4.0 (13-stop reduction).
They have many creative uses allowing
a photographer to blur water motion,
reduce the depth-of-field in bright light
and reduce or eliminate the visibility of
moving objects in a scene. I carry an ND
1.8 (6-stop reduction) filter and often
combine it with a polarizing filter for even
less light transmittal.

This panorama in Smoky Mountain
National Park was photographed from top
to bottom. The smooth looking water is
often called the “angle hair effect” and
arises from exposures with long shutter
speeds. This effect happens when the
shutter speed is 1/15 of a second or longer.
Longer shutter speeds produce the
smoothest looking water.
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RESOURCES
PRINTED MATERIAL
“EXPOSURE” by Bruce du Fresne - A thorough and concise literature
explaining every aspect of exposure. Used as a handout for some Rocky
Mountain Reflections Photography, Inc.’s workshops.
ON THE WEB
www.cambridgeincolour.com
www.luminous-landscape.com
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